THE  REPLIES  OF   DEMOCRACY
the deterioration of saints into priests, that herpes should
become parliamentarians ! The political forces of the Church
have always been against all mystiques and particularly against
that of Christianity. It is the most outstanding application of
the general rule we stated earlier.
Not only then have all affairs their mysticism and their
politics, but all mysticisms are extraordinarily alike, and also
all politics. The reason for our quarrels is that we invariably
oppose our mysticism to the politics of our adversaries, and
they retort by confounding our politics in the name of their
mysticism, whereas in fact all mysticisms are not only alike
but also complementary, and all politics are alike ignoble and
antagonistic, for the former want to give and the latter to get.
What causes degeneration of the mystical into the political ?
The answer is simple: personal ambitions, to which moral
individual reform is the only remedy, and the power of money,
which only a social revolution can break. This power of money
has in a sense always existed, but only in modern times has it
acquired its peculiar virulence. " Even the ancien regime had
not committed the crime of being solely the regime of money.
There were some spiritual powers, and even some temporal
powers, which still balanced the power of money. But that
ruthless and enervating omnipotence of money is the very
function, the very structure, the only substance of the modern
world."1 Everyone now works for money and money only : the
old love of work, the real dignity of work, all that is gone—
and that decay is the fault of the bourgeoisie—that capitalistic
upper bourgeoisie which has infected the whole people; so
that there is no longer a real ** working people " but only a
proletariat with all the vices of the bourgeoisie. And page after
page could be filled in the same strain.
We touch here upon the Conservatism of P^guy—a mystical
sentimental regret for a quietness of life, a simplicity of social
ancl economic organization, which he could not admit to be
really gone. In that sense doubtless he was a reactionary. But
nowhere does he advocate the restoration of past institutions.
He is indeed no worshipper of the parliamentary system, which
1 Clio ; Dialogue de FHistoire et de I*Ante fdienne.
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